Abstract-This communication describes the use of a 3D microwave active imaging system based on a Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave radar for the wireless localization, identification and reading of passive (battery-less) and chipless electromagnetic sensors. The beam scanning of the scene is performed mechanically and allows detecting passive sensors from the visualization of 3D microwave image of a scene. A preliminary imaging system demonstrator operating at 24GHz is briefly described and resulting 3D images are reported for different scenarios. A dynamic of 5.9 dB for the sensing mode echo level is observed for a passive sensor located at 4.5 meters from the radar. An approach of the maximal density of detectable passive sensors is also given.
I. INTRODUCTION
In harsh environments with no easy access or when low-cost fabrication, long-term stability and small-size devices are a priority, passive (battery-less) and wireless electromagnetic (EM) sensors can be a suitable solution for the remote measurement of physical quantities such as pressure [1] , temperature [2] [3] or strain [4] . The passive EM sensors convert the variation of a physical quantity into a known/specific variation of a given EM wave descriptor. A Frequency-Modulated Continuous-Wave (FMCW) radar was recently used for the wireless measurement of a physical quantity from the analysis of the Radar Cross Section (RCS) variability of passive EM sensors [4] . Since 2010, this wireless and long-range (>30 meters) sensing technique based on RCS-variability measurement has been successfully applied to the remote estimation of many physical quantities (see an overview in [5] ). However, up to now FMCW radar readers are used for the remote reading of passive sensors occupying known positions and consequently, the narrow beam of the radar transmitting antenna could be pointed in the direction of the sensor for maximizing the magnitude of the signal backscattered from the sensors. A slight deviation from the sensor direction of this beam may cause a significant reduction of the measured EM echo level. To overcome these limitations and time-consuming adjustment of the beam direction we proposed here to perform a beam scanning and to detect passive sensors from the visualization of 3D microwave image of a scene. A number of FMCW radar and beam scanning systems were developed to obtain 3D image of different scenes but at least at the authors' knowledge, no application of such active imaging technique was devoted to the wireless localization, identification and remote reading of passive electromagnetic sensors. A preliminary imaging system demonstrator operating at 24GHz and using a mechanical beam steering is briefly described in this communication and the resulting 3D images are discussed for different scenarios. An estimation of the maximal density of detectable passive sensors is given.
II. 3D BEAM SCANNING FOR DETECTIING AND REMOTE
READING PASSIVE SENSORS The interrogation of passive EM sensors is performed here by using a chirp generated by a Frequency Modulated Continuous Wave (FMCW) radar. The chirp has a linear sawtooth variation of frequency with time (modulation period of T R =18ms). The central frequency is 24 GHz and the bandwidth or excursion frequency is Δf=2GHz. Consequently the theoretical range resolution of the radar is c/2Δf= 7.5cm (c denotes the vacuum celerity of light). The radar transmitting antenna is a Vivaldi horn antenna combined with a parabolic reflector to obtain a gain of 34.3dB and narrow beamwidth (Δθ=1 degree in azimuth and Δφ=1 degree in elevation). Two Rx-channels are used for receiving the signal backscattered from passive electromagnetic sensors. Each channel is an array of patch antennas with a beamwidth of 70 degrees in azimuth and 24 degrees in elevation. The received signal is mixed with the front-end transmitted signal and filtered for obtaining I-and Q-channels of the Difference Frequency Signal (DFS). These analog signals are finally digitalized. A Fast Fourier Transform of N FFT =1024 samples is applied over the modulation ramp duration to obtain the beat frequency spectrum. A zero-padding with a pad factor p=2 is applied to the spectrum. The maximal range R MAX , which is limited by the bandwidth during the DFS calculation, is then given by [6] Consequently the FMCW radar used here provides a maximal range R Max of 19.2m and a range quantization interval R of 3.75cm.
The 3D beam scanning of the scene is performed mechanically (see Fig. 1 ) with 1 degree step in azimuth (Δθ) and 0.25 degree step in elevation (Δφ). The radar takes place into a corridor large enough to proceed to a sweep from -10 degrees to 10 degrees in azimuth and, -2degrees to 2 degrees in elevation. The movement of the Tx-antenna is synchronized with the radar controller and an average of 10 beat frequency spectra are recorded for each beam direction. Thus a 3D beam scanning of the scene involves here 57.120 resolution cells.
The electromagnetic and battery-less sensor is here passive scatterer composed of an horn antenna (gain: 20dBi; beamwidth: 60 degrees) connected to a length of TEM transmission line (a 50- coaxial cable of length L=1.2m) which is in turn connected to a sensing device, that is, a resistance R L which depends on the physical quantity of interest (see Fig. 2 ). Four values of this resistance are considered in the experiment:
The length L of the transmission line is used here for separating in the beat frequency spectrum the structural scattering mode and the sensing mode (or antenna scattering mode). Only the EM echo corresponding to the sensing mode depends on the physical quantity of interest or equivalently on the sensing device resistance R L . The structural scattering mode is used here for detecting and localizing the sensor. The antenna of the passive sensor is located at a distance d=3.3m from the FMCW radar. By taking into account the effective length of the transmission line (from radar to the Vivaldi horn) and the distance between the Vivaldi horn antenna and the parabolic reflector, the distance D between the sensor and the radar is found to be 4.5m. 2D image in a cut plane at φ=1° are shown in Fig. 3 for R L =50, R L =30, R L =16.7 and R L =0. As expected, the structural scattering mode echoes due to the sensor horn antenna are visible at 4.5m from the radar with an echo level higher than -10dB. Moreover the sensing mode echoes due to the electromagnetic reflection on the resistance R L are found 1.2m father. This distance corresponds to the effective length of the transmission line placed between the sensor antenna and the sensing device resistance R L . The echo level which corresponds to the sensing scattering modes is expected to decrease as the reflection coefficient  on the resistance R L decreases. This behavior is enlightened in Fig.4 which displays the resolution cells for which the echo level is higher than a given threshold level. A threshold level of -25dB is chosen in order to clearly display the structural and sensing modes. The scene is here a volume defined by a depth D of 6m, by an elevation angle θ between -10 degree and 10 degrees and, by an azimuth angle φ between -2 degrees and 2 degrees (57.120 resolution cells are required for displaying the 3D image of Fig. 4 ). It can be observed that, as the reflection coefficient  decreases, the number N TH of cells in which the echo level is higher than the threshold level decreases. More specifically N TH =578 when =1 (R L =0) while N TH =352 when =0 (R L =50). Moreover, the highest density (d) of sensors that can be distributed at a given distance d from the radar can be estimated by: where N S is the number of cells where the echo level is generated by a sensing mode at a given level threshold. V(d) is the volume of a resolution cell at distance d of the radar for an azimuth resolution Δθ and an elevation resolution Δφ and is defined by :
For higher densities than (d), echo level distribution of different passive sensors in a volume overlap and generate distinction issues. This analysis is valid for sensors that reflect the same echo level distribution. The density of sensors depends also of the chosen threshold level. A minimal threshold level increases the density but it has to be lower than the maximal echo level reflected. Table 1 shows (d=4.5m) for d =4.5m for different threshold levels. We consider a volume section of 4986 resolution cells containing only the sensing mode with R L =0with a maximal dynamic range). At this distance, a resolution cell has a volume V(d) = 0.003m 3 . The choice of this threshold is critical due to the fast variation of cells number N s . If a too high threshold level is chosen, there is a risk to miss echo level data in future R L variations due to a lower dynamic range. Inversely, if the threshold level is too low, the density of sensors will not be optimal. The 3D imaging system can be advantageously used to wirelessly derive the variation of the resistance R L of the sensing device (in practice this variation originates in the fluctuation of the physical quantity of interest). In a given volume section, let N Tot be the total number of resolution cells and let N n be the number of cells in which the echo level P is between P n and P n+1 . Fig. 5 sketches the typical variation of the echo level with the distance for a given beam direction (this variation is derived directly from the beat frequency spectrum measured by the FMCW radar reader) and indicates the resolution cells from which the number N n is calculated. 
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We define the weight W n of the echo level P by the following relationship:
The weighted mean gives more importance to higher echo level values than the standard arithmetic mean and it allows a better dynamic measurement range for studying the echo level variation due to the fluctuation of the sensor resistance. If W 0 denotes the weight of the noise echo level P 0 and if W M-1 designates the weight of highest echo level P Max , it can be deduced that:
and the weighted arithmetic mean P W of the echo level is then given by:
Fig . 6 shows the weight distribution of the echo level for different scenarios in a volume section where sensing modes are included. The echo level step P = P n+1 -P n is set to 0.5dB. The highest weight is reached when the echo level is about -45 dB and is slightly modified when the loading resistance varies even if the echo level is higher than -40 dB. Thus variations of the echo level offers a better dynamic range for an echo level > -40dB. According to Eq.(7) the impact of the resistance variation on the weighted arithmetic mean can be measured by the quantity P W defined by:
where P Wref denotes the weighted mean of the echo level when R L =50 and P W is the weighted mean of the echo level for R L ≠50. Table 2 gives a summary of different mean values and the maximal echo level P Max for the four impedance loading conditions R L =50, R L =30, R L =16.7 and R L =0. P Max gives important information about the maximal echo that can be reflected but can be only measured on a single direction in which the accuracy depends on the transmitting antenna main lobe width. P W offers a better dynamic range (5.9 dB) for load variation measurement from 0 to 50 than P Average (2.1 dB). This dynamic range is higher when the volume of calculation is shrunk to the sensing mode location but with loss of information for surrounding cells. 
III. CONCLUSION
The 3D microwave images provided by the 24GHz FMCW radar scanning technology is a promising solution for wirelessly localizing and reading passive and chipless electromagnetic sensors. From a preliminary imaging system demonstrator 3D images have been obtained for different scenarios. By defining the weighted arithmetic mean of echo level, a dynamic of 5.9 dB of the sensing mode is obtained for a passive sensor located at 4.5 meters from the radar. Moreover an approach of the maximal density of detectable passive sensors has been given in function of a threshold level.
